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Client’s Profile
Storeserver Systems is a dynamic company in the information technology 
business sector. Their 8 years of experience allows them to offer 
comprehensive e-Business solutions and electronic cataloging systems 
to small and medium sized enterprises.
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Case Study

1. BUSINESS AND FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS
 C Easy online access to your product catalogues

 C Fast and reliable - system can easily handle up to 1 million product items

 C Advanced search engine - extremely robust catalogue search functionality, returning over 
200,000 search results in less than 1 second

 C SAP Compatible - thanks to SAP OCI 

 C Search auto-complete mechanism - gives you search suggestions based on existing 
architecture product database

 C Allows you to save the Shopping Cart for future or frequent shopping requests

 C Price limits for designed users - you often don’t want your employees to exceed the 
budgetary limits for your frequent shopping orders, now this service is enforced at the 
application level 

 C Shopping cart can be shared between different Web Shops - now users can buy products 
in different Web Shops and use the same shopping cart each time

 C Currently supports 7 different languages

 C Easily configurable - multiple configuration options for both product articles and visual 
outlook

 C Workflows based on Windows Workflow Foundation technology by Microsoft - allows you to 
easily change the ordering process for different clients
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2. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

2. ENGAGEMENT DETAILS
  

Technologies

C#, ASP.NET

.NET 3.5

Windows Workflow 
Foundation

Windows 
Communication 
Foundation

SQL Server 2008

C PGS was responsible for the complete design 
and build of the web application. The project 
was focused on giving customers easy access 
to product catalogues via the Internet. The 
advanced search engine built into the application 
implements one of the most efficient search 
mechanisms, making the Web Engine 3.0 
an outstanding product in its category. Auto-
complete function, together with comprehensive 
and accurate search results (thanks to in-depth 
product item analysis) makes the application 
a fine supplement to electronic procurement 
systems.

 C In addition to standard electronic 
procurement systems, it is very 
convenient for various companies 
to be able to grant access to 
their product offerings via the 
web, allowing customers to view 
product catalogues and prices 
from anywhere in the world, 
anytime. Datastore Web Engine was 
designed as a supplement for the 
existing Datastore application - an 
eProcurement system, which allows 
easy product catalogue generation 
with price ranges defined for each 
individual customer. The Web Engine enhances Datastore functionality by enabling the 
users to view their catalogues online. Combining the ease of use and connectivity with 
other procurement systems, Datastore Web Engine is a perfect solution to harness the 
power of the Web and use it to improve your business procurement services.. 
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